What is IPL Hair Removal?
Removal of unwanted hair is achieved
with the Broadband Intense Pulsed Light
(IPL). Highly controlled flashes of light
are selectively absorbed by hair-filled
follicles lying below the surface of the
skin. The absorbed light heats the hair,
which damages or destroys the regrowth
potential of the follicle, all without
damaging the surrounding tissue.

How does IPL Hair Removal
Work?
The IPL treatment uses very short pulses
of intense light to remove unwanted hair
and end the daily routine of waxing or
shaving. Your skin is left looking and
feeling more silky and smooth. The Active
Optical technology eliminates pain and
delivers long lasting results. The patented
delivery technology spreads a wide, even
beam of energy directly to a hair follicle
anywhere on the body. Safe results can be
achieved on the face, head, back, arms,
legs and bikini areas.
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Pigmentation
Wrinkles
Vascular Blemishes

IPL
Enjoy the benefits of Permanent Hair

Removal with a safe and pain free
technology to get rid of unwanted hair
anywhere on your body.

Safe for Any Area of the
Body
•
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Face
Neck
Back
Arms
Underarms
Legs
Bikini

Effectively Treats:
•

Acne

FAQs
Q: How many hair removal treatments
will I need?
A. The number of treatments you may
require depends on a number of factors.
First is the area you wish to have treated
and its hair density. The next important
consideration is where your hair is in its
three stage growth cycle. Hair removal
can only be effective when hair is in its
growth stage. Approximately 1/3 of your
hair is in the growth stage at any time.
Therefore, you must have between three
and five treatments, once every forty five
days, to treat all the hair during the
growth phase.
Q: Am I a good candidate for IPL
technology?
A. If your hair is brown or black, you are a
good candidate. Blonde hair can be more
difficult to remove.
Q: Will it hurt?

A. You will feel a warm sensation at the
moment of the flash with very little
discomfort.
Q: When am I going to see results?
A. Normally you should begin to see
results after the first two sessions.
Q: What are the contraindications?
A. Some medications should be avoided
and no sun tanning 15 days prior and
after the procedure.

